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54  Go for a little ride! 
Go along to your Gazelle dealer and have a  
test ride.

Gazelle speaks for itself...
With our handy icons you can see everything your bike has 
to offer at a glance. Which is handy when you’re looking for 
a bike that suits you perfectly.

Follow us on: 
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Gazelle boasts a wide range of e-bikes and 
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the various technical capabilities to help you work 
your way through them. 
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Everything for the good life is within easy cycling distance.
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POWERFUL 

ENGINE
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Ride like the Dutch

Germany

When it comes to the evolution of the Dutch 
bike, we at Royal Dutch Gazelle have not only 
been along for the ride, we led the way. Gazelle 
has been making comfortable, safe and smartly 
designed bicycles and e-bikes for over 125 
years. This makes Royal Dutch Gazelle the one 
and only true Dutch bike. Then, now and always. 

So, if you want to truly Ride like the Dutch, 
ringing your bell, wearing your street clothes, 
transporting anything from groceries to kids 
and using e-power to make steep hills feel as 
flat as Holland, a Royal Dutch Gazelle is the 
bicycle for you!

Ride like the Dutch is a new way to ride your bicycle: in an upright, comfortable 
position with no back strain. Ride like the Dutch also represents an open attitude 

towards the world around you and the people in it.  So it’s not only about 
comfort, it’s about attitude too. And who else can show you how to Ride like  

the Dutch than the premium Dutch bicycle brand? 

#Howweride
#Gazellebikes

Ride past  
the traffic.
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Denmark

Ride in what  
you’re wearing.

Ride it,  
don’t sweat it.

Ride like  
a packhorse.

France

England
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Heritage
Over the course of 125 years, Gazelle has grown from a  

small two-man business selling three bicycles into the biggest 
Dutch bicycle brand selling over 275,000 bicycles a year. 
Bikes are still assembled in the original Gazelle factory in 

Dieren, The Netherlands. In 1992, Gazelle was decorated with 
the Royal predicate by princess Margriet. 

Innovation
At Gazelle we produce stunning, quality bicycles as light and as comfortable 
possible. Our mission is to make cycling fun and easy for everyone. That’s 
why we keep pushing the boundaries on smart Dutch design and technical 
innovations. Dutch people are probably the most critical customers when it 
comes to bicycles, so we are confident our bikes will meet the standards of 
cyclists around the world. 
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Added plusses for 
the CityZen

We are proud to present the new Gazelle CityZen series, the ideal 
commuter bike for your daily trip to work. Our engineers have managed 
to create a brilliant e-bike with innovative technologies. We will list the  
six standout features for you.

CITYZEN

 Take a brake
The CityZen is capable of reaching high speeds,  
so to ensure you can stop in time, powerful Shimano 
disc brakes have been chosen both front and rear, 
which will enable you to come to a smooth and  
rapid standstill.

 Increased comfort
Extra-wide tyres and ergonomically shaped 
handlebar grips and saddle have been added 
to provide increased comfort. This relaxes 
the body, which means you can cover long 
distances with ease. The CityZen is also a highly 
robust model, thanks in part to its rigid frame.

 Our featherweight
The CityZen is a very light e-bike partly 
thanks to the aluminium frame. Combined 
with pedal assistance it means you can 
cycle for long distances.
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CITYZEN

 Style meets technology
The battery on the new CityZen is incorporated in the 
frame. This means that there is hardly any sign that you 
are out and about on an e-bike. Despite the battery being 
integrated, it is still simply removable, which can be useful 
when transporting the CityZen on a cycle carrier.

The CityZen e-bike  
will available shortly.
Check gazellebikes.co.uk  
for further information.

 Sublime and modern
Integrating the battery into the frame 
has enabled our designers to succeed 
in taking on the change to design a 
completely new concept. It went like a 
dream, as result of which the CityZen 
looks really stylish and modern.

 Choose your setting
The Bosch motor offers four different 
pedal-assistance settings: eco, tour, 
sport and turbo. You will find all this 
information on the smart Intuvia LCD 
screen, so you will know exactly how 
long you can keep on enjoying electric 
assistance.
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Gazelle boasts a wide range of e-bikes and numerous options to choose 
from. We have listed the various technical capabilities of our e-bikes to 
help you work your way through them.

A Gazelle e-bike is fitted with 
smart sensors that ensure optimum 
assistance.

Rotation sensor
A rotation sensor sends a signal to 
the motor as soon as the bicycle is 
in motion.

   Minimum effort
   Maximum assistance

Pedal force sensor
A pedal force sensor measures the 
force applied to the pedals. The more 
force you apply, the greater the power 
output from the motor.

   Feels natural
     Ideal for hilly countryside

Which is the ideal bicycle for you? 

Why a Gazelle?

Rotation sensor or 
pedal force sensor?

Choosing your battery

Gazelle e-bike guide
Nm (newton meter) 
Motors are rated in Nm. Compare it 
with HP: the more Nm, the greater 
power output from the motor.

Wh (watt-hours)
Battery capacity is expressed in  
watt-hours. The higher the Watt-hours 
figure, the better the range.

Newton metres and watts

All Gazelle bikes are  
made in the Dutch  

Gazelle Innovation & 
Production Centre.

We have been making 
light, high-quality and 
comfortable bicycles 

now for 125 years.

The market leader  
in the Netherlands 

and increasingly 
popular abroad.

How far you can cycle 
on a charge and which 
battery you need 
is determined by a 
number of factors.

Our e-bikes offer a great 
deal of choice. Perhaps 
the most important factor 
in your search is what 
you are going to use the 
bicycle for. Here are four 
questions. Give them 
careful thought. Which of 
these applies to you?

Terrein
Do you cycle over 
predominantly flat 
terrain or over hilly or 
mountainous terrain 
too on a regular basis?

Distance
Does cycling far and 
often make more 
demands on you than 
the occasional short 
trip?

Use 
Commuting to work in 
all weathers? An errand 
now and then? Cycling 
long distances or even 
biking holidays?

Personal 
Do you want the 
reassurance of high 
power? Or a much-
needed boost?
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A mid-mounted motor
  Is powerful/the strongest motor
  Achieves optimum weight 
distribution

  Handles like an ordinary bicycle
  Needs little maintenance

A front-wheel motor
  Is very quiet
  Provides greater pulling power
  Is nicely concealed
  Is imperceptible when switched 
off (freewheel)

The position of the battery affects 
the bike’s handling. Check out  
what you prefer by road-testing  
the bikes yourself.

Under the luggage carrier 
    Easily removable

 In het frame 
   Nicely concealed
   Barely visible

Battery position

Gazelle offers you the choice of a 
mid-mounted or front-wheel motor 
from three top brands.

Gazelle’s e-bikes

Active line
Active Line 2 (48 Nm)

Active Line 3 (40 Nm)

Active Line Plus 3 (50 Nm)

Performance line
Performance Line (63 Nm) Shimano Steps (50 Nm) Panasonic (30 Nm) 
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Check 
gazellebikes.co.uk for 

more information.  
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Urban. 
Your day 
in town. 
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MISS GRACE C7 HMB

HEAVYDUTYNL C7 HMB

MISS GRACE C7 HMBMISS GRACE C7 HMB
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The fashionable e-bike you don’t mind being seen on 
is now even better. The mid-mounted motor makes the 
new Miss Grace even more stable and powerful. It means 
you outshine everyone: in town, up a hill or on the way to 
work.

• Robust delivery bike 
• Modern styling 
• Stable weight distribution 
• Choice of 3 batteries 

DESCRIPTION 7-speed Shimano Nexus gears with Magura 
HS11 hydraulic brakes WEIGHT 26,9 (excl. battery) COLOUR 
black or powder rose LADIES 49|54|59

   

Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk

Anyone who says that e-bikes are dreary hasn’t seen the 
HeavyDutyNL C7 HMB yet. Its modern design combined 
with a powerful mid-mounted motor lets you outshine 
everyone.

• Robust delivery bike 
• Stable weight distribution 
• Handy front carrier 
• Modern styling 

DESCRIPTION 7-speed Shimano Nexus gears with Magura 
HS11 hydraulic brakes WEIGHT 26,9 (excl. battery) COLOUR 
black mat MENS 49|54|59

   

Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk
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10:00 AM 

24-hour CityGo
As you can see we make use of background images a great deal at Gazelle. So we would 
like to show you how they come about. We are taking you with us behind the scenes for 

the CityGo photoshoot. We went to work with this ideal city bike in the heart of Rotterdam, 
a location which is perfect and above all full of atmosphere. People who lead busy lives 

and who use their bike on a daily basis to get from A to B. Popping out to get some quick 
shopping, cycling back after a hard day’s work or heading for a café for that enjoyable date. 

The CityGo is always by your side.

10:15 AM 

BEHIND THE SCENES

09:00 AM 

09:30 AM 

10:15 AM 

The photographer and the producer check the lighting, location and equipment. Start the shoot!

Model Gracielle is sitting ready in  

make-up for the first scene. On the 

CityGo to the coffee bar.

A cameraman is also 
present along with the 

photographer.
Gazelle expert Salih shows Gracielle 
the best pose to adopt on the bike. 
Don’t apply the brakes while photos 

are being taken.
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07:00 PM

02:00 PM
11:30 AM 

BEHIND THE SCENES

05:00 PM

09:30 PM

Model Jimmy is almost too late for his meeting, in the 

middle of the city. His car is not an option, but the 

CityGo gets him there on time.

On from work to your date. It doesn’t matter if it is a late one, since the integrated lighting means you will be easily visible in the dark.

There certainly should be 
a result after such a busy 
day. The CityGo has been 
captured in the perfect 

surroundings. A bike 
you are happy to be seen 
on and which fits into a 
dynamic city life with 

ease.

The result!
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CITYGO C3
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The CityGo with robust frame is built to withstand 
everything the urban environment throws at it. Every 
day the CityGo will get you to work, to the gym, and 
everywhere in between. It will easily hold a laptop and 
groceries on the sturdy rear carrier or in the basket,  
which can be mounted as an accessory. The CityGo is  
an indestructible bike thanks to its integrated lights and 
dual locks. The ultimate urban commuter!

• Lights are integrated into the frame, for optimum 
protection 

• Dual protection against theft: a chain link lock in addition 
to the frame lock 

• Headlamp and rear light operate on hub dynamo, no 
hassle with batteries 

• Stow the chain link lock easily in its unique case 

Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk

DESCRIPTION 3-speed Shimano Nexus gears with roller 
brakes and hub dynamo WEIGHT 18,6 COLOUR black 
or jeans mat LADIES 46|49|54|59 COLOUR black MENS 
49|54|59|64 
Matching Bicycle basket available
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ESPRIT C3

VAN STAEL
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The Esprit C3 combines the best of both worlds.  
With modern styling and on-trend colours this is a  
bike you’ll want to be seen on. It’s also extremely  
practical, lightweight and designed for daily use. 

• Low-maintenance thanks to enclosed chain case 
• Lightweight aluminium frame 
• Scratch-resistant paint 
• Extra resilient tyres with low rolling resistance 

DESCRIPTION 3-speed Shimano Nexus gears with roller 
brakes and hub dynamo WEIGHT 16,9  COLOUR black mat 
or legion blue mat or mystery green mat or powder rose 
mat LADIES 46|49|54|59 COLOUR black mat or legion blue 
mat MENS 49|54|59

Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk

Gazelle drew its inspiration for this stylish retro bike from 
the in-house classic: the Tour de France.  Its tough steel 
frame combines nostalgia with modern styling.

• Steely style icon 
• Complete with Brooks saddle and matching handgrips 
• Remarkably lightweight 
• Can be upgraded with a front carrier and rear carrier 

DESCRIPTION 7-speed Shimano Nexus gears with v-brakes 
WEIGHT 14,2 COLOUR black or pistache LADIES 49|54|59 
COLOUR black or petrol mat MENS 54|59|64

Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk
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Commuter. 
Faster to your 

destination.
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ULTIMATE C8 HMB

ULTIMATE CX HMB
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Enjoy the ultimate in comfort with the Ultimate C8 HMB. 
And the bike looks after itself when you are not using it. 
The enclosed chain case is actually maintenance-free. 
High-quality materials mean that this Gazelle not only 
looks good, it is also practically indestructible.

• The best Shimano internal hub gears 
• Powerful Bosch Active Line  Plus mid-mounted motor 
• Fast-acting and powerful brakes thanks to Magura 
• The high-quality headlamp gives a good light beam 

DESCRIPTION 8-speed Shimano Alfine gears with Magura 
HS11 hydraulic brakes WEIGHT 22.4 (excl. battery) COLOUR 
navy LADIES 49|53|57|61 COLOUR navy MENS 53|57|61|65

    

Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk

Luxury high-grade e-bike that will make every bike 
ride easy. Quality and ease of use are paramount. Bike 
requires little maintenance thanks to the Gates belt drive. 
This smart bike changes gear automatically so you will 
always be cycling in the right gear.  

• Automatic gear changing with the Nuvinci hub gear
• Powerful Bosch Performance Line mid-mounted motor 

so you can cycle for miles
• Luxury, high-grade assembly 
• Low-maintenance thanks to the Gates CDX Belt drive 

 

DESCRIPTION Nuvinci Harmony N380 with Magura HS11 
hydraulic brakes WEIGHT 21.9 (excl. battery) COLOUR 
sienna mat LADIES 49|53|57

   

Would you like more information about this bike? 
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk
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CHAMONIX T10 HMB
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Lightning-fast from a standstill and sprinting up a hill. It’s 
easy on a Chamonix T10 HMB with no less than 10-speed 
gears. With it you will always find the right gear and the 
Bosch mid-mounted motor provides optimum assistance 
regardless of the circumstances.

• Highly suitable for sports cycling in hilly terrain thanks to 
its extra-powerful Bosch motor. 

• This bike boasts a range of up to 145 km / 90 mi. 
• Magura hydraulic brakes provide security and control. 
• The AXA LED headlamp gives a good light beam of 50 

lux  

DESCRIPTION 10-speed Shimano Deore gears and Magura 
HS11 hydraulic brakes WEIGHT 21,6 (excl. battery) COLOUR 
black mat LADIES 46|49|53|57 COLOUR black mat MENS 
53|57|61

    

Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk
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Leisure.
Enjoy the 

most beautiful 
places.
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ORANGE C330 HMS
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Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk

Very quiet cycling thanks to the low-maintenance, 
innovative belt drive. You will always be in the perfect gear 
thanks to the infinitely adjustable Nuvinci N330 rear hub. 
Perfect assistance from the Shimano Steps mid-mounted 
motor. 

• Quiet and low-maintenance Gates CDX belt drive 
• Always in the perfect gear with the NuVinci gear hub 
• Perfect electric assistance from Shimano Steps  

mid-mounted motor 
• Lights with extra-powerful beams for even greater 

visibility 

DESCRIPTION NuVinci N330 Manual stepless gear system 
with Magura HS11 hydraulic brakes WEIGHT 22,6 (excl. 
battery) COLOUR desert titanium grey mat LADIES 49|53|57 
COLOUR desert titanium grey mat MENS 53|57|61
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CHAMONIX C7 HMS
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Do you ride regularly through the countryside or over  
long distances? If so it is good to have a bike that can 
keep up with your adventures. The Chamonix C7 HMS  
is so versatile it can meet all your requirements.

• Powerful mid-mounted motor 
• Shimano Steps system 
• 7-speed gears 
• Integrated lightweight suspension front fork 

DESCRIPTION 7-speed Shimano Nexus gears with Magura 
HS11 hydraulic brakes WEIGHT 21,7 (excl. battery) COLOUR 
black primer / white grey or mirage blue mat LADIES 
46|49|53|57|61 COLOUR white grey / black primer MENS 
53|57|61 
* Lowstep 49 cm / 19.2 inch, 53 cm / 20.8 inch and 57 cm / 22.4 inch 
available in mirage blue mat and black primer/ white grey

   

Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk
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1.  LF1 North Sea Route – 
The Netherlands

The Netherlands is cycling country 
par excellence, with splendid areas 
to explore. One of the most beautiful 
routes runs along the coast: namely 
the LF1 North Sea Route. You set out 
from Den Helder with views across to 
Texel, one of the West Frisian Islands. 
Your final destination is Sluis, in 
Zeeland Province. In the course of this 
330-kilometre-long cycle tour, you will 
pass through splendid seaside resorts 
and picturesque fishing villages. 
You will also see impressive delta 

works, including the Eastern Scheldt 
Storm Surge Barrier which is nine 
kilometres long in total. The route can 
be extended into Belgium and France, 
but it goes further inland there.

Would you like to see the most beautiful places on earth? And you don’t 
mind keeping up the pressure on the pedals? If so, Gazelle’s Ultimate Marco 
Polo is the perfect companion for you. This completely new bike enables you 

to discover the world. Here are seven tips to be going on with, to give you 
inspiration to ride the Ultimate Marco Polo in splendid locations.

2.  Columbia Icefields 
Parkway - Canada

Enjoy mind-blowing panoramic views 
while you park the Gazelle Marco Polo 
for a moment on its extra-sturdy twin-
leg kick stand. Take your time cycling 
this route through the Canadian Rocky 
Mountains, since you are certain to 
be making frequent stops to take a 
photo of magnificent rivers, mountain 
lakes and glaciers. Be well prepared 
for two stiff climbs that will take you 
to an altitude of 2,100 metres. You 
will be drained of energy, but you will 
be rewarded with the finest pictures 

Discover the world

ULTIMATE MARCO POLO 
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too. The route runs northeast of 
Vancouver and starts in Jasper. After 
that, you will drop down over 232 
kilometres heading for Banff.

3.  Shimanami Kaido - Japan
A motorway that takes you past 
various Japanese islands. The 
Shimanami Kaido takes you from 
Imabari to Onomichi. The route is 
not all that long, but it is worthwhile 
including additional detours on 
the islands. This will take you to 
Ikuchijima Island, known for its 
lemons. Lemon cake is a culinary 
highlight. Travelling along the 
Shimanami Kaido, you will be literally 
cycling over the sea once you reach 
the Kurushima Kaikyo bridge, the 
longest bridge you will come across 
on this trip. A separate cycle track 
runs alongside the motorway over  
its four-kilometre length.

4.  La route des Grandes 
Alpes - France

Those who look forward to 
tackling long climbs will enjoy this 
684-kilometre route. Setting off from 
Lake Geneva, you shoot across the 
French Alps diagonally to end up 
at Nice on the Côte d’Azur. On the 
way there you will go over sixteen 
passes, including the Col de L’lseran. 
At 2,770 metres, it is the highest 
paved mountain pass you can find in 
Europe. Shift the Marco Polo quickly 
down to the lowest gear ratio if you 
are ready to take on this trip, since 
you will find it heavy going if you 
want to conquer the Alps.

5.  Pamir Highway - 
Tajikistan

This ‘highway’ is officially 
dubbed M-41, but it is 
better known to everyone 
as the Pamir Highway. The 
route takes you from Dushanbe, 
the capital of Tajikistan, to Osh in 

Kyrgyzstan. This trip treats you to 
unbelievable panoramic views, but 
be prepared for a robust challenge. 
The altitude makes for more arduous 
cycling and you will also come across 
some off-road stretches. It is a piece 
of cake nonetheless for the Gazelle 
Ultimate Marco Polo, thanks to the 
grippy Schwalbe Marathon Monidal 
tyres. Be prepared for very friendly 
locals too. Before you know it, you’ll 
be sitting drinking tea with them 
having made little progress.  

6.  Lôn Las Cymru - Wales
Place names in Wales are always a 
challenge to pronounce, so it is just 
as well that Lôn Las Cymru is also 
known as National Cycle Route 8. 
This 257-mile (413-kilometre) trip 
should not pose any problems thanks 
to the Shimano XT groupset featured 
on the Gazelle Marco Polo.

7.  Lofoten - Norway
There is a group of islands in the 
north of Norway known as Lofoten. 
The rugged Norwegian Sea 
makes for fantastic cycling, as the 
unparalleled beauty that mother 
nature has given us unfolds before 
you. The sun never sets there 
during the summer, which makes 
it possible to go over the islands 
with a fine-tooth comb. You will sail 
with Hurtigruten from Bode across 
to Svolvaer. From there you will be 
cycling constantly downwards to end 
up finally in A. A trip you will never 
forget.

ULTIMATE MARCO POLO 
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ULTIMATE MARCO POLO
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Whether you are thinking about cycling to Santiago  
de Compostela or across the Netherlands, the Ultimate 
Marco Polo will let you tackle anything. Durable and 
reliable thanks to its XT assembly and Magura HS 22 
brakes. The sturdy Tubus front and rear carriers make 
carrying luggage really easy. The bike carries the world 
map on its mudguards, quite literally, and the superb 
handling characteristics makes the Ultimate Marco Polo  
a gem for any holiday cyclist.

• Sturdy front and rear carriers from Tubus for all your 
luggage 

• Ultimate graceful XT assembly 
• 47 mm Schwalbe Marathon Mondial tyres 
• Ergonomic Ergon GP 3 grips for even more cycling 

pleasure 

DESCRIPTION 30-speed Shimano XT gears with Magura 
hydraulic brakes and Shimano LX hub dynamo WEIGHT 
17.5 COLOUR desert titanium grey LADIES 49|53|57 
COLOUR desert titanium grey MENS 53|57|61

 

Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.com.uk
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ORANGE C7+ HMB

ORANGE C7 HMB

ORANGE C7+ HMB
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Its powerful Bosch mid-mounted motor provides optimum 
assistance over hilly terrain. Feel the wind in your hair and 
enjoy some touring. Optimum enjoyment!

• Frame boasts optimum stability 
• Powerful motor 
• Fast-acting and powerful brakes thanks to Magura 
• Suspension seatpost and front fork 

DESCRIPTION 7-speed Shimano Nexus gears with Magura 
HS11 hydraulic brakes WEIGHT 23,4 (excl. battery) COLOUR 
black mat / sienna mat or industry grey or jeans or sienna 
mat / silver sand mat LADIES 46|49|53|57|61 COLOUR black 
mat / sienna mat MENS 53|57|61|65 
* Ladies 46,61 cm / 18.1, 24.0 inch are only available in black mat and jeans.

   

Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk

The comfortable Orange carefree C7 HMB means 
carefree cycling from A to B and the luxury Bosch side 
display means you have all important information to 
hand. The Bosch mid-mounted motor ensures optimum 
handling. Clock up the miles easily with this best value 
Orange e-bike.

• 7-speed gears 
• Progressive and powerful brakes 
• Bosch mid-mounted motor 
• Purion side display 

DESCRIPTION 7-speed Shimano Nexus gears with Magura 
HS11 hydraulic brakes WEIGHT 22,5 (excl. battery) COLOUR 
aluminum grey mat or iced blue mat / premium white mat 
LADIES 46|49|53|57|61 COLOUR aluminum grey mat MENS 
53|57|61 
* Low 18.1, 24.0 inch are only available in aluminum grey.

   

Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk
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VENTO C7 HMB
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The ideal sporty companion for electric cycling. Enjoy 
trouble-free bike rides with this fully-featured e-bike. 
Whether the terrain is hilly or flat, the Bosch mid-mounted 
motor ensures that the e-bike is suitable for every cyclist.

• Sporty styling, ultimate comfort 
• Powerful Magura HS11 brakes 
• Bosch mid-mounted motor with Purion side display 
• Wide tyres for optimum comfort 

DESCRIPTION 7-speed Shimano Nexus gears with Magura 
HS11 hydraulic brakes WEIGHT 22,4 (excl. battery) COLOUR 
air blue mat or black mat LADIES 46|49|53|57 COLOUR 
black mat or tropical blue mat MENS 53|57|61 
* Ladies 46 cm / 18.1 inch is only available in black mat.

    

Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk
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CITYTRIP
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Bike city
Antwerp is a city that begs to be 
discovered, there is much to be 
experienced and the city is constantly 
on the move. Over the past few 
years the city has emerged as a true 
bike city with a very congenial bike 
culture. 85% of its population owns a 
bike and with over 700 km of cycle 
tracks, it is easy to get around the city 
on a bike. Use of Velo Antwerpen, 
a public bike sharing system, in the 
inner city is increasing year on year; 
over 3 million trips were made in 
2016. The city’s administration is 
putting substantial investment every 
year into improving infrastructure 
and safety, encouraging cycling with 
various initiatives such as park & bike, 
bike & carpool, bike training and bike 
sharing with results that are plain 
to see. Cycle parking facilities are 
increasing exponentially, cycle tracks 
are very busy and the thirty zones 
have been quadrupled.
 
Bike culture
The city is easy to get to from 
the outer suburbs and within the 
urban environment everything for 
the good life is within easy cycling 

On your bike  
through Antwerp

distance. Antwerp boasts a vibrant 
fashion culture, you go shopping 
in the popular de Meir shopping 
quarter, where the major brands are 
established, you continue on your 
way to the lesser known districts 
such as t’Zuid, Antwerp’s answer to 
London’s Shoreditch, or ’t Eilandje,  
an up-and-coming district where hip 
new street food stalls and cafes pop 
up like mushrooms and where the 
MAS opened not long ago. And once 
you are on the island, don’t forget to 
visit the Saint-Tropez on the Scheldt: 

Bocadero. No visit to the centre is 
complete without going to a market; 
the famous Bird market, the Friday 
market, the Exotic market, they are all 
well-known. Leave the bike in one of 
the many cycle parking facilities and 
enjoy the conviviality, have a beer in 
a typical Antwerp “bolleke” at one 
of the many pavement cafes in the 
Grote Markt square while you choose 
from one of the many restaurants.

The second largest city in Belgium and probably the coolest is Antwerp. 
Its location on the Scheldt made the city one of the leading trading cities 

in 15th and 16th century Europe. Today, this exciting city boasts over half a 
million inhabitants and in it you will find a mixture of dynamic fashion and an 

entertainment scene combined with historic streets full of cafes, countless 
markets and magnificent architecture.

Bike comfort
People like to be seen out and about 
in Antwerp and regardless of where 
you are headed, you will want to 
arrive in style. The Ami is the perfect 
choice for this. The frame design 
ensures an elegant posture and its 
modern look adds to your personal 
style. Long distances are brought 
closer thanks to a powerful motor and 
generous battery range. You arrive 
at your destination full of energy 
since your cycling will have involved 
minimal effort in an ideal seating 
posture, while ergonomic features 
and the frame geometry ensure the 
ultimate in cycling comfort.

Cycling pleasure
Whether you are a tourist for a day, 
enjoying some shopping, meeting 
friends for lunch, stocking up at the 
market or all of these on the same 
trip, with the Ami not only will you be 
fastest, you will also have had your 
daily portion of exercise at the same 
time. No more worries about endless 
traffic jams and parking misery in the 
inner city either. A comfortable bike 
is a major addition to your cycling 
pleasure.

CITYTRIP

Everything for the 
good life is within easy 

cycling distance
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The Ami is like a good friend: always ready to help.  
You will feel secure and safe on the road on this all-
rounder. Time to set off on another adventure together!

• Secure 
• Stable 
• Optimum comfort 
• Shimano STEPS system 

DESCRIPTION 8-speed Shimano Nexus gears with Magura 
HS11 hydraulic brakes WEIGHT 24 (excl. battery) COLOUR 
jeans or meteor grey mat UNISEX 45|51|57

  

Would you like more information about this bike?  
Visit www.gazellebikes.co.uk
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Our product Families 

  The Top CONTACT family

The CONTACT family

NONSTOP Mobility!
Whatever the road.

The RIDE family

The CONTACT Plus family
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Attached to your product

Our decals styles the Gazelle bikes.

Your own logo or company name

stick in the same quality

with our bicycle transfers.

www.doublepress.nl
Dieselstraat 15,

Postbus 367, 8260 AJ

Kampen, Nederland

Tel: +31 38 3372300

Fax: +31 38 3314692

Email: verkoop@doublepress.nl

WE MOVE PEOPLE BETTER
with our stepless and automatic shifting solutions

© 2017 Fallbrook Intellectual Property Company LLC. NuVinci® and its logo are registered trademarks and NuVinci Optimized, Nfinity™, Harmony™, Harmony H|Sync™, together with their logos 
and elements, are unregistered trademarks, in each case of Fallbrook Intellectual Property Company LLC, used under license. All rights reserved.

NuVinci Optimized™ bicycles make cycling easier, more fun, safer and healthier. This means concentrating less on changing 
gears and more on what’s important, for example: traffic, road hazards, passengers, and just the beauty of your surroundings. 

Just twist the controller slightly on the handlebar and the gear ratio is changed to any ratio within its range, making your 
pedaling harder or easier. Or let the system shift automatically, based on your preset cadence.

Visit
nuvincicycling.com
to find your closest

dealer and organize a
test ride.
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Energize your lifestyle
 shimano-steps.com

SHIMANO STEPS CITY - THE INTELLIGENT, 
SILENT AND EASY TO USE E-BIKE SYSTEM

FEATURES SHIMANO STEPS:
• High quality battery pack

• Ergonomic control switch

• Compact, lightweight drive unit

• Built in charging port

• Fully automatic shifting

• Easy-to-read display

GAZELLE & SHIMANO 
PARTNERS IN INNOVATIVE 

CYCLING PLEASURE

AUTOMATIC
SHIFTING

FOR A SMOOTHER
RIDING 

EXPERIENCE 

SHIMANO STEPS Gazelle 190x255 EN.indd   1 7-8-2017   10:17:43
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MUDGUARDS MADE IN GERMANY

STINGRAY
STYLISH NEW COLOURS AND 

UNRIVALLED PERFORMANCE FOR YOUR RIDE 
Tyre: 700C x 28-40  |  Colours: blazing red  ·  ocean blue  ·  grey  ·  lime green

Automatic stay release safety system in the front | Exceptional durability due to aluminium core inside the profile

AZ_STINGRAY_LIME_GREEN_image_gazelle.indd   1 29.06.17   14:14
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1

G R I P + R E L I A B I L I T Y  + C O M F O R T

1. ENERGIZER PLUS. Specially made for E-bikes.   
2. ENERGIZER PLUS TOUR. Just like the Energizer Plus, but with a robust trekking tread.   
The high quality compound and GreenGuard puncture protection offers reliability and low rolling resistance  
but above all very good grip - even in fast cornering. Certified for use on faster E-bikes, up to 50 km/h.

2

Anz_Energizer_190x125.5_NL GAZELLE2017_EN2.indd   1 13-7-2017   09:12:42

Find out more at
www.selleroyal.com



The YourPlusTM system is the convenient  
one-key-fits-all solution for your bike.  

With this system, you can now lock and unlock  
different locks with an ABUS Plus cylinder on  
one or more bikes using just one key. The ideal  
solution for e-bike owners and families with  
multiple bikes!

 Y O U R P L U S TM

ONE  K E Y  F OR 
E V E RY T H ING

abus.com/yourplus

Advantages: 

+ Exceptionally easy to use –  
 only one key for multiple   
 locks
+  Option to make key copies
+  Same locking mechanism,   
 even for existing products
+  Bulky bunches of keys are   
 a thing of the past
+  Numerous lock options  
 available
+  Made in Germany

YourPlus_AZ_190x125_EN_RZ.indd   2 18.07.17   10:13



Your Gazelle-dealer:

Please visit our website if you would like further information:  
www.gazellebikes.co.uk. Specifications, texts and illustrations subject to 
change periodically – printing and typesetting errors sometimes occur. 
Published by and copyright®: Koninklijke Gazelle N.V., Dieren.

www.gazellebikes.co.uk

Go along to your local Gazelle dealer to enjoy  
a test ride. Then find out for yourself which 
Gazelle suits you. 
 
Go to www.gazellebikes.co.uk/bike-store for 
your nearest Gazelle dealer and opening times.
Your Gazelle dealer can offer:
•  Individual  advice 

•  An accurate fit for your comfort and most suited 
posture 

•  10 year warranty on every Gazelle frame
•  Professional maintenance
•  The latest software updates (for electric bikes)
•  Original accessories - available for purchase and 

can be fitted in store
Come along and find out which Gazelle suits you…

Go for a little ride!
See it, Feel it, Experience it.


